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Abstract
In South Africa, the extensive presence of invasive alien plants (IAP) has affected water
resources, ecosystem services, indigenous species and the people who depend on it.
The high levels of unemployment present in the country, together with the IAP situation,
triggered the establishment of Working for Water (WfW), a programme for clearing IAP
to recuperate water yield through labour intensive work and conserve biodiversity: winwin-win objective strategy. After seventeen years in place, the programme requested
the first national prioritisation model to select target areas for the removal of IAPs.
Despite the programme’s win-win-win objectives being communicated, the
prioritisation model paid little attention to poverty alleviation. In this present study, the
multi-criteria analysis model was complemented with further socio-development
indicators, and then evaluated for a set of 14 scenarios planned to evaluate prioritisation
trade-offs. Four additional scenarios were constructed addressing future WfW area
expansion. Results show that there are clear spatial trade-offs when prioritising clearing
areas based on different scenarios. Although spatial restoration planning can be a great
contributor, thoughtful aims and objectives must be defined before a project is put in
place.
Keywords: Ecosystem services, Invasive Alien Plants, Multi-criteria decision analysis,
Poverty, Public work programme, Restoration planning, Restoration prioritisation.
Word count: 13,856
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1. Introduction
Invasive alien plants (IAP) have greatly affected water resources in South Africa with
implications on ecosystem services and the people who depend on them. Estimations
by Cullis et al. (2007) show a 4% decrease on available water for consumption due to
invasive alien trees in South Africa, a situation which could be worsen to 16% if no
invasive removal action were taken.
As in many other countries, South Africa’s high levels of poverty are complemented with
strong dependence by poor people on natural resources. In South Africa, environmental
safety nets-to compensate for lack of economic resources-range from extraction of
flowers, tea and wood, among other direct consumptive uses (Hassan 2002). Hence, the
provision of ecosystem services associated with indigenous ecosystems is essential for
subsistence within the poor and vulnerable population. In Southern Africa, public works
programmes (PWPs) act as a government provided safety net intended to create
employment, relieve economic pressures and promote development (Adato et al. 2004).
In South Africa, poverty alleviation is a priority the government that has been targeted
with the creation of an Expanded Public Works Programme (EPWP) who’s objectives are
create “decent employment through inclusive economic growth”. As a result, the
Working for Water programme (WfW) was created, becoming a globally known example
of a long-term PWP sharing the aims of an integrated conservation and development
programme, many times defined as a win-win initiative. WfW
However, actions taken to remove IAPs have commonly been framed within ecosystem
restoration and complemented by conservation warrants with little reference to poverty
alleviation (e.g. Marais & Wannenburgh 2008; McConnachie et al. 2012; Le Maitre et al.
2002). In over thirty published documents addressing WfW efforts, most of them are
studies on water provision and conservation issues. Only within the most recent WfW
strategy (Hughes et al. 2013) has poverty and general human well-being has been
included. This is perhaps surprising considering the political agenda of the South African
national government is focused on poverty alleviation, with WfW funds coming mainly
from a governmental development agency.
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The rapid implementation of WfW built significant shortcomings into the programme
not only for social development area, but also on the programme’s approach to
restoration (McConnachie et al. 2013). These still remain, and should sooner be
addressed to avoid the vast WfW resources being sub-optimally utilized. Within such a
fragmented legal and administrative system, with their own different agendas, it is
indispensable to understand the trade-offs associated with the objectives under which
prioritisation decisions are made. A generic species- and area-based prioritisation model
has been developed as the first national scale spatial planning product for WfW (Le
Maitre et al. 2012). Despite representing a big step towards a more strategic approach
to allocating resources (e.g., labour), this model pays little attention to the socioeconomic development objectives of the WfW programme.
The study presented here complements Le Maitre et al.’s (2012) area-based
prioritisation model, but strengthens the poverty alleviation focus. Hence, this thesis
presents an approach to the spatial prioritisation of the WfW aiming for future decisions
to be best informed and representative of all the programme’s goals, addressing the
following four objectives:
Objective 1) Evaluate how WfW’s goals are communicated on their strategic plan, in
order to understand the balance between the stated programme objectives.
Objective 2) Reconcile the goals defined for WfW through the spatial prioritisation
process to give poverty objectives a better chance of success within the programme.
This would help the process to be consistent with its Strategic Plan.
Objective 3) Examine the trade-offs of different political options in a way that allows for
them to be taken into consideration in future WfW decision-making.
Objective 4) Propose a set of alternative management actions planned for the expansion
of the programme.
The outputs of this project are expected to feed into future decision-making activities of
the WfW expansion strategy.
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2. Background
2.1. Poverty
According to Coudouel et al. (2002, p.29) poverty could be defined as ‘not having enough
today in some dimension of well-being’. Under this definition poverty has been part of
human life since its beginnings, and so many have dealt with the difficult task of
measuring it. Economists have embraced the mission from their discipline, using the
terminology of ‘poverty line’ and ‘absolute poverty’ to evaluate it (Fisher et al. 2005).
The World Development Indicators Report (2013) estimated that by 2010, 20.6% of the
world population were living under extreme poverty conditions, that is, with a daily
income under the defined poverty line of US$1.25 a day (£0.8)1.
However, despite the broad use of this poverty measurement, there has been criticism
on purely monetary evaluations being able to reflect people’s well-being. Despite the
historic and broad use of an economic measure of poverty, a set of several other
dimensions compose it (Coudouel et al. 2002; UNDP 2010). The inertia and complexity
of evaluating other dimensions of poverty still sometimes translates into the monetary
component being used in practice, multidimensional definitions of poverty – including
non-monetary and monetary elements – have become more popular in the
development literature (Coudouel et al. 2002).
Important institutions that measure world development such as the World Bank, have
developed their own set of indicators to define who the poor are (e.g. Coudouel et al.
2002). However, in 2010 the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) was launched on The
Human Development Report (UNDP 2010), becoming – despite criticisms – the most
broadly accepted poverty assessment tool (Figure 1).
All around the world countries are increasingly measuring indicators correlated to
poverty such as level of education, access to sanitisation, water and other basic services
and employment, among others. This data, commonly contained in national census
reports, is extremely valuable not only for evaluating poverty, but also for targeting the
allocation of development efforts.

1

This and all future conversions were done by 06.09.2013 rates according to www.oanda.com
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Multidimensional poverty index
(MPI)

Living Standards
Education
Health

Figure 1. Dimensions of the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI).
(Based on United Nations Developing Programme 2013).

The risks poor people, especially in developing countries, are exposed to promotes the
development of strategies aimed to cope with what they lack (Dercon 2002). Among
these safety nets, natural resources play a significant role between rural population, by
supplementing and diversifying the living means of the poor (Shackleton & Shackleton
2004). Hence, the lack of formal consideration of natural resources use on by the poor
the evaluation of people’s well-being is unreasonable (Figure 2). Furthermore, higher
incomes are associated with a reduction on reliance of natural resources (Narain et al.
2005) and accordingly there is a close relationship between high rates of biodiversity
loss and deep poverty, with threatened biodiversity hotspots (Mittermeier et al. 2005)
and extreme deprivation spatially coexisting (Barrett et al. 2011). Poor people are often
the first affected by biodiversity degradation, because of their strong direct dependence
on natural resources.
Poverty alleviation programmes are commonly built only upon economic strategies,
without considering the dependence of people’s well-being on biodiversity resources
(Adams et al. 2004). Equally, the extent of natural resources dependence by people,
especially the poor, has not often been used for demanding conservation initiatives.
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Instead, conservation initiatives have mostly appealed for the environment in general,
and for the people as a whole (Fisher et al. 2005).

Figure 2. Interactions between poverty reduction, biodiversity, drivers of biodiversity loss and
ecosystem services, as presented by the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Conceptual
Framework (Modified from GISP 2007).

There is an urgent need when working for poverty reduction, to put serious
consideration of simultaneously reducing biodiversity loss and maintaining ecosystem
services, allowing the protection of people who are more vulnerable to environmental
change because of their strong dependence on natural resources and limited
alternatives. Hence, biodiversity conservation could be the means for sustainable use of
resources, having impacts on the people who use it and therefore contributing, in part,
to poverty alleviation (Adams et al. 2004). From the evidence on the dependence on
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natural resources by poor people the question we should evaluate is whether poverty
reduction policies should focus on improving the management of natural resources
(Narain et al. 2005).

2.2.

Invasive Species and Restoration

2.2.1. Invasive species
One of the main causes of biodiversity loss is the presence of invasive alien species (The
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2009). These are defined as:
‘species that have become established in an area beyond their natural
distribution range following introduction by humans, and whose spread
threatens ecosystems, habitats or species with environmental or
economic harm’
(Driver et al. 2012, p.133).
Most of the impacts caused by IAP have been acknowledge for a long time, but have
only been more widely explored recently. This journey is reflected in a large body of
literature dedicated to modelling the expansion of invasive species, levels of invasion,
biological strategies of invasion and spreading, among other biological and ecological
considerations (Hobbs & Richardson 2011). The research around invasive species has
been relevant enough to be considered a sub-discipline of ecology: invasion ecology
(Kitching 2011).
A great proportion of the world’s natural systems have been disturbed by invasive alien
species (The Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2009), threatening the
state and functioning of natural ecosystems and the ecosystem services these systems
provide (Richardson & van Wilgen 2004). Also, IAS can severely affect agriculture, cause
soil erosion, diminish catchment water yields, and contribute to the diffusion of
diseases, all of which have impacts on economies and the people depending on them.
The resulting social scenarios are increasingly difficult living conditions with fewer
possibilities to achieve sustainable development and increased likelihood of worsening
poverty (GISP 2007).
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One of the biggest challenges presented by IAPs is their role in declining water resource
availability in catchments (e.g. de Lange & Wilgen 2010). The different biology and
resource requirements of IAPs compared to indigenous species can result in larger
amounts of water being extracted, with this situation worsen over time through the
rapid colonization of IAPs to new areas (Le Maitre et al. 2000).

2.2.2. Restoration
This broad and rapid invasion of plant species has become a major ecosystem
management challenge (Roura-Pascual et al. 2009). Under such plant invasion scenarios,
restoration has developed into a popular management approach (Gaertner et al. 2012),
becoming closer to the field of invasive ecology and developing as a coincident and
synergistic area of research and practice (D’Antonio & Meyerson 2002).
A high proportion of the degraded lands that are subject to restoration have reached
this status because of the effects of invasive species. The main objective of restoration
interventions is to restore ecosystem services, recuperate indigenous threatened
species and overall repair natural systems (Hobbs & Richardson 2011).
Parkes & Panetta (2009) point out the necessity of considering invasion rates when
planning for restoration and rehabilitation initiatives. However, other considerations
such as costs associated with infestation densities should be considered as well. In
general, invasive alien plant management decisions for allocating resources to areas
with higher cost:benefit ratio demand an understanding of the system and how the costs
and the benefits relate to one another (Grice 2009).
Permanent and effective outcomes are not guarantee by only clearing invasive alien
species (Hobbs & Richardson 2011). Not only unexpected outcomes can appear, but
also, invasive plant removal does not necessarily target the underlying causes of
invasion. Therefore, even with good knowledge of biodiversity, ecosystem services and
costs, the effectiveness of restoration initiatives can rarely be guaranteed. Applying
more holistic approaches to the management of invaded areas and considering other
coincident challenges such as poverty reduction, can contribute towards more feasible
and effective solutions integrating natural resource management with socio-economic
development.
8

2.3. Trade-off analysis
Lacking a single overreaching procedure for assessing trade-offs in ICD initiatives,
available methods have to be adapted to each situation. Attempting to integrate
conservation and development agendas, (Brown et al. 2001) defined an approach for
assessing compromises between this two areas: trade-off analysis. Here, variables such
as whether evaluating trade-offs is wanted on an ongoing project or on a new initiative
should be considered all throughout the design and development process (Brown 2004).
McShane et al. (2011) proposes four principles to guide the analysis of trade-offs:
Principle 1 – Scale: scales at which natural systems and socio-economic dimension
function have different temporal and scales. Trade-off should consider these differences
and work within and between them.
Principle 2 – Context: careful consideration of the context of different component on
trade-offs dynamics should be performed. It is indispensable to recognize the absence
of “silver bullet” solutions, but also of theoretical changes that could contribute to
finding better solutions in the future.
Principle 3 – Pluralism: trade-offs can be understood differently by different actors.
Incorporating voices from diverse knowledge dimension enriches trade-off analysis,
allowing to reveal information that on the eyes of other disciplines might not be there.
Principle 4 – Complexity: Natural and human systems are inherently complex.
Acknowledgement that model representing these systems and their interactions are a
simplified version of reality and therefore do not completely reflect reality.
Evaluating trade-offs is an essential requirement on the assessment of any set of
possible management decision where socio-economic, ecological and political
dimensions are interacting (Huang et al. 2011). As described by Hirsch et al. (2011)
‘analysis of trade-offs can invite and promote dialog, creativity, and learning; allow[ing]
for more comprehensive planning’, minimizing the chances of achieving unexpected and
unsatisfactory outcomes.
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2.4. Multi-criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)
The need for a defined methodology for incorporating stakeholder’s knowledge and
opinions and existing data to assist decision-making processes lead to the development
of multi-criteria decision analysis (Huang et al. 2011). MCDA can be used for many
problems, especially in situations with conflicting environmental and economic issues,
and where there are many stakeholders with incompatible objectives (Polasky et al.
2008). This decision-making support tool was designed to be a transparent approach for
evaluating available information to produce a set of alternatives from which to choose
the most appropriate future actions (e.g. Polasky et al. 2008; Brown 2001; Brown 2004).
MCDA is applied to explicitly evaluate trade-offs between different potential actions
(Brown 2004), for which it organises present information, evaluates alternatives and
ranking components of the evaluated dimensions (Huang et al. 2011).
Compared to other decision analysis methodologies, MCDA has several advantages. First
and more broadly, it allows to systematically arrange information in a way that is
manageable and understandable. Second, it permits assessments to be made both on
quantitative and qualitative criteria. Third, MCDA recognises the different components
and dimensions of a problem and tries to incorporate all of them into the decisionmaking process without homogenising their values with a single measurement (Brown
2004).
Almost indispensable for the application of MCDA for environmental problems is the
incorporation of stakeholder’s participation. MCDA is a transparent space where
through the negotiated multidisciplinary definition of objectives, criteria and the their
weightings are constructed to represent the diverse participant’s agendas (Sheppard &
Meitner 2005).
Stakeholders’ participatory MCDA process, as described by Brown et al. (2001), requires
them to agree on a set of criteria and sub-criteria. After defining criteria, a broadly used
methodology to evaluate their importance is the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). By
comparing pairs of criteria an iterative and systematic process is undertaken, where
stakeholders can determine the relevance and relative importance of the interacting
criteria and sub-criteria (Huang et al. 2011), for example, poverty, ecosystem services
10

and biodiversity conservation. This simple and flexible methodological approach has
been widely applied, especially using geographic information systems (GIS), with several
software available for facilitating the process.
This simplification of the evaluated system that MCDA provides is not intended to create
a truly accurate social-ecological system model, but to be built as the stakeholders’
common representation. The process of defining criteria and ranking their relative
importance is conducted through focus groups and can be repeated several times until
an agreement has been reached (Sheppard & Meitner 2005). Sub-criteria must be
defined that can be quantified, allowing comparison between alternative future
scenarios (Brown et al. 2001). Therefore, MCDA ‘makes explicit the trade-offs between
competing objectives, impacts and stakeholders’ (Brown 2004, p.238), delivering
potential alternatives for facilitating the judgement on the decision-making process
(Sang Lee et al. 2001).

2.5. South Africa in context
South Africa has a population of 52.98 million people (Statistics South Africa 2013)) and
faces significant development challenges. The national government monitors poverty
and inequity using the Living Condition Survey (LCS) and the Income and Expenditure
Survey (IES) (Statistics South Africa 2013). Regarding poverty, South Africa’s situation is
comparable with many other countries, with 13.8% of its population living under
World’s the poverty line (Malik 2013), and 25.0% under their national poverty threshold
(Lehohla 2012). Poverty is not equally distributed between genders, with females being
more impoverished than men. Of South Africa’s provinces, Limpopo has the highest
poverty level, while Gauteng has the lowest. This situation is more difficult to tackle
when national unemployment rates are high (25.6%) and have continue to increase
during the present year, being higher for women (28,3%) than men (23.4%) (Statistics
South Africa 2013).
The gender gap present on poverty levels is also present on family life statistics, where
41.9% of children live in households with only their mother present. Examining other
living standards of living, 70% of South Africans have access to running water, however
there is excessive inequities on the spatial access to this essential resource. Regarding
11

health, 59.6 years is the expected life for an average South African, with HIV being one
of the 10th leading causes of death (Statistics South Africa 2013).
South Africa is globally recognised as a highly biodiverse country. This country’s
biodiversity importance was acknowledge by Myers (1990) through his denomination as
one of the world’s biodiversity hotspots. It was actually referred by the same author as
‘the hottest of all hot-spots’ (Myers 1990, p.251). South Africa’s three hotspots are the
Maputaland-Pondoland-Albany hotspot, the Succulent Karoo hotspot (the world’s only
desert hotspot) and the Cape Floristic Region which contains the highest proportion of
endemic species (Turpie 2003). South Africa’s own recognition of their biodiversity
richness has made them establish a protected area system towards achieving
international targets that currently covers 22% of their ecosystem types and almost 13%
of the terrestrial extent of the country, towards. However, the protected area network
is not equally distributed within ecosystem types, with 35% of them lacking protection
to nationally identified target levels (Driver et al. 2012).
South Africa’s acknowledgement of their ecological and evolutionary history and their
overall high conservation responsibility has produced the National Vegetation Database
(NVD) (Powrie et al. 2012). In 2009 South Africa completed their Red List of South
African Plants assessment, becoming the first mega-diverse country to have evaluated
their entire flora some 20,000 species (Driver et al. 2012). According to this assessment,
the second biggest threat to South African plants is the presence and expanding extent
of invasive alien plants (Driver et al. 2012).
From all around the world, plants have been introduced for different reasons: for
timber; agriculture; ornamental purpose; and also by chance. A great proportion of
these species have become naturalised and incorporated into South African ecosystems
without causing disruption, while others have harmed the ecosystems they inhabit
becoming invasive. These species have broadly spread all throughout the country at
increasingly high densities (Error! Reference source not found.) (Driver et al. 2012).
During 1996/1997 an assessment was conducted to evaluate the extent of invasion of
woody IAP affecting water resources. Approximately 10 million hectares (8.28 per cent
of the country) have been invaded by the 180 species that were assessed (Le Maitre et
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al. 2000; Richardson & van Wilgen 2004), which is only a small number compared to the
660 IAP present in the country (Driver et al. 2012).

Figure 3. National Invasive Alien Plant Survey (2010) invasion density estimates.
(Source: SANBI 2013).

South Africa’s semiarid climate restricts the quantities of water available for people and
their production activities. Around 70 per cent of South Africa receives less than 600 mm
of rainfall each year, with close to 20 per cent of the country obtaining less than 200 mm
(Binns et al. 2001). The presence of IAPs account for substantial reductions in the
availability of water in South Africa (Le Maitre et al. 1996; Le Maitre et al. 2000; Le Maitre
et al. 2002). The high quantity of water resources reductions could double in two
decades in places where no eradication activities are undertaken (Le Maitre et al. 2002).
For instance, a projected loss of 30 per cent of Cape Town’s available water is predicted
if IAPs are left untreated and continue to spread at known rates (Le Maitre et al. 2000).
Current and predicted future scenarios of declining water quality and quantity translate
into high costs to the country’s economy, natural systems and people. IAPs not only
reduce water availability, but also land productivity for agriculture and grazing, and
augment the probability and extent of fires. It has been estimated that these and other
effects on ecosystem services, are responsible for the annual loss of R6.5 billion
13

(approximately £405.8 million) in South Africa, which is approximately six times the
current budget of government’s primary programme to manage IAPs – the Working for
Water Programme (Driver et al. 2012). Hence, even when restoration efforts conducted
to clear IAPs are expensive, the expenses can be politically justified by considering them
an investment to reduce a diverse range of costs.

2.6. The Working for Water Programme
The WfW programme was established in October 1995 by the Department of Water
Affairs & Forestry (Giordano et al. 2012; van Wilgen et al. 2002). WfW was created
because ‘[a]ddressing the challenge of invasive alien species can create opportunities
linked to restoring ecosystem functioning, securing the provision of ecosystem services
and creating employment (Driver et al. 2012, p.141). The WfW programme aims for
recuperating ecosystem services (water availability), protecting biodiversity, clearing
IAP and relieving poverty, which are organised as two major objectives: 1) Natural
resources management; and 2) Socio-economic development (van Wilgen et al. 2002;
WfWP 2007)(for more details see Box 1).
Box 1.Working for Water goals as stated in their 2008-2012 Strategic Plan (2007).

Working for Water Goals
Natural Resources Management
a) Prevent new IAP problems
b) Reduce the impact of existing priority IAP problems
c) Enhance the capacity and commitment to solve IAP problems
Socio-economic Development
a) Contribute to an enabled environment for sustainable targeted employment
opportunities in the natural resource management market.
b) Facilitate broad-based economic empowerment
c) Build social capital

Both the legislation and government departments relevant for the WfW programme are
scattered, hindering their effectiveness. The Water Affairs & Forestry (DWAF) are the
primary authority with most of the WfW’s budget drawn from the Expanded Public
Works Programme (EPWP). As stated in WfW’s strategic plan 2008-2012 (WfW-SP), this
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source of funding requires the inclusion of social development objectives, such as job
creation. Any future changes on the principal funding agent would trigger a
reassessment of the programme’s commitment to socio-economic development goals.
WfW is recognised national and internationally for being a large-scale conservation
programme and a primary driver of South Africa’s efforts for relieving poverty (Binns et
al. 2001). The Department of Finance stated in 2000 that, ‘The Working for Water
Programme is the most effective poverty relief instrument of Government’ (Working for
Water Programme 2000). However, to date there have been no formal assessments on
the impacts WfW has had on the socio-economic development of its participants.
Most of the programme’s efforts are directed towards the removal of invasive species
by mechanical or chemical techniques (Driver et al. 2012). Despite the source of it’s
funding, Magadlela & Mdzeke (2004) found that the restricted focus of WfW on
biodiversity and ecosystem services during it’s genesis has resulted in the programme
being mostly dedicated to the natural resources objective, without embracing their
poverty relief responsibilities. Magadlela & Mdzeke (2004) also commented that a rush
for spending the large economic resources of WfW together with the rapid spatial
expansion of IAPs, the lack of a strong development team, and management and social
challenges have jeopardised the achievement of the programme’s socio-economic
development objectives. As stated in Woodworth (2006, p.37), ‘the socio-political
priorities of the program clashed with its ecological priorities’, hence the importance of
acknowledging the goals trade-offs.
WfW aims to train their workers in IAP eradication techniques, but also in HIV and AIDS
prevention, and entrepreneurial and management skills (DWAF 2013). This last
component aims to improve workers future work possibilities by providing them the
skills required to establish their own business, important as the programme only allows
workers a 2 year term as required by EPWP (Working for Water Programme 2007). To
address high and gender imbalanced unemployment of young people, the goal of WfW
aims to employ 60% women, 20% youth, and 5% disabled people (DWAF 2013). No
assessments have been made of the potential effects of employing more women in what
is a male-dominated social system (Magadlela & Mdzeke 2004).
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2.7. Spatial Prioritisation Process in the Working for Water Programme
An external assessment of the WfW recommended the programme adopt a ‘systematic
process of strategy development and planning’ which should include stakeholder
participation and scenario analysis (Common Ground 2003, p.80). Accordingly,
establishing an effective invasive alien species decision support system is identified in
both the WfWP Strategic Plan (WfW-SP, p.5), and as a part of the National Spatial
Biodiversity Assessment (NBSAP). In response WfW commissioned the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) to conduct prioritisation research. Between
2009 and 2012, spatial prioritisations models were developed for IAP control at the
quaternary catchment scale for all nine South African provinces(Forsyth et al. 2009; Greg
G Forsyth et al. 2011b; Greg G. Forsyth et al. 2011; Greg G Forsyth et al. 2011a; Le Maitre
& Forsyth 2012; Le Maitre & Forsyth 2010). This work was then scaled-up and repeated
at a national scale for prioritising WfW’s actions (Le Maitre et al. 2012) (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Spatial prioritisation of catchments requiring clearing of IAPs based on the Generic
Area-Based Prioritisation Model (Le Maitre et al 2012) and current Working for Water clearing
areas. The primary criteria of this model are water resources, invasive alien plants, biodiversity,
ecosystem services and poverty(Data source: Wannenburgh 2013).
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The prioritisation model of Le Maitre et al. (2012) drew criteria for a MCDA from a series
of participatory workshops conducted between 2009 and 2011. In them, prioritisation
criteria was identified for all provinces and then two national workshops were
conducted to summarise these criteria at a national scale, obtaining one prioritisation
model for species-based and other for area-based prioritisation were developed. The
MCDA was undertaken using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP. The primary criteria
constructing the area based model are: 1) Water provision; 2) IAP; 3) Biodiversity, 4)
Ecosystem services; and 5) Poverty. Despite poverty alleviation being identified as an
objective, it was the only criterion represented by a single sub-criteria and was assigned
the lowest weighting.
The model developed were not constrained by feasibility factors such as costs and
availability of labour. The final prioritisation model represented an agreement between
the workshop’s participants, with no alternative prioritisation scenarios presented.
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3. Methodology
This study was based on WfW’s Strategic Plan 2008-2012 and the latest prioritisation
process: Generic Prioritisation Model developed by Le Maitre et al. (2012). The latest
designed to guide the future allocation of the programme’s increasing resources.

Text analysis and multi-criteria spatial prioritisation scenario analysis was the selected
approach to understand the political intentions for WfW and evaluating the trade-offs
of prioritisation decisions within the programme.

3.1. Study Site
The study region corresponds to South Africa. Quaternary catchment (QC) is the
selected analysis and planning unit, as it is the management unit of WfW. A total of 1831
quaternary catchments, belonging to 22 primary catchments were analysed (Figure 5).
Quaternary catchments are ecological units, and therefore are areas with arbitrary
shape.

Figure 5. South Africa's quaternary catchments and provinces boarders.
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3.2. Working for Water Strategic Plan Analysis
According to Lowe (2004) definition, a Content Analysis is the exercise of creating
variables dictionaries, evaluating how frequent words are used, and applying
concordances of these with the text with the objective to extract important information
of a document. Hence, in order to quantitatively evaluate the extent to which WfW’s
conservation and development goals are addressed on the WfW-SP, content analysis
was applied to the document (objective 1). This methodological framework of text
analysis was chosen because of it being a systematic approach which allows replicability.
The applied content analysis methodology was based on The content analysis guidebook
by Neuendorf (2002).
2008-2012 Strategic Plan was chosen over the project’s current strategic plan for two
reasons. First, it was the intentions document valid during the WfW’s National
prioritisation process. Secondly, it expresses qualitatively the aims of the project unlike
the current plan in which mainly quantitative outputs are manifested.

3.2.1. Software selection
Content Analysis was performed using Yoshikoder-0.6.4 (Miller 2013). This freely
available (http://www.yoshikoder.org/) software is user friendly, and, as recommended
by (Neuendorf 2002), it’s a useful tool to perform basic text exploration.

3.2.2. Search variables
In order to apply content analysis to a text, a list of relevant search terms must be
created. These words were extracted from the Natural Resources and the SocialEconomic Rationale section on the WfW-SP (p. 7-8). On this section each rationale
describes the background for the programme’s goals. For each rationale description, a
list of words that or stand for the programme´s goal was extracted. Through careful
reading of each rational, these hand-chosen words would be representing of the whole
programme´s goals. Words belonging to the programme’s name or goals’ title were
eliminated.
As required by Yoshikoder-0.6.4, WfWStategic Plan 2008-2012 was converted into a
plain text file using Adobe Reader’s tool ‘save as’ text.
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A hand chosen dictionary was created, with Natural Resources and Socio-Economic as
the categories. To make sure that each word was correctly collated into one or other
goal category, concordance tool -with 10 words per variable extremes- was used to
evaluate the context in which all search variables appeared on the document. If a word
was used in both contexts, its category collation was evaluated for each case. On each
of these, a list of 13 patterns of search – or variables- were added. Word roots followed
by the wildcard character * were used for words that could present small variations in
the text (e.g. *employ*, unemployment, employment, employed, employee, etc.)
(Figure 6).

Figure 6. Yoshikoder-0.6.4 open dictionary view.

3.2.3 Analysis
The dictionary previously constructed was applied to the WfW-SP, where appearance
counts were recorded for each of the variables in the dictionary. The counts were
manually amended after evaluating the context in which double goals variables
appeared on the document. Obtained values were compared to expected equal
distribution values through chi-square analysis.

3.3. Multi-Criteria Prioritisation Model
Multi-Criteria Analysis offers a systematic approach for evaluating trade-offs of the
weightings of a set of different criteria and the preferences they represent (Brown
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2004). After defining one-or several- objectives one must define which criteria will
describe de the aims (1st level criteria) and which sub criteria will be able to act as
indicators of achieving the goals (2nd and 3rd level criteria). Multi-criteria models are not
expected to represent the problem’s complexities, but to represent the major
components to be considered when evaluating it (Brown 2004).

3.3.1. Criteria Building
In order to reconcile the two goals defined for WfW on the spatial prioritisation process,
aiming to give poverty objectives a better chance of success within the programme a
new prioritisation model was constructed (objective 2). We used WfW’s generic speciesand area-based prioritisation model (Le Maitre et al. 2012) criteria as a baseline for
building the new model. The area-based model was chosen over species-based for
representing a more neutral approach to the prioritisation process. In contrast with
previous prioritisation models the generic species- and area-based prioritisation model
was built in a participatory process where various stakeholders participated on several
workshops at local and national scales. This has the advantage of obtaining an outcome
which represents a wider view of the prioritisation issue. Based on WfW’s objectives and
the content analysis results, we identified poverty criteria being sub represented on the
general area-based prioritisation model (GABM).
3.3.1.1. Identification of poverty criteria
To amend the representation asymmetry, additional poverty criteria was identified and
added to this thesis model. The three dimensions of multidimensional poverty index
(MPI) where incorporated as 1st level criterion to complement the monetary criterion
used on GABM. MPI indicators were considered, but only maintained when data for
South Africa was available (Table 1, Figure 7).
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Table 1. Poverty dimensions and indicators incorporated to the MCA model.
Living Standards, Health and Education (*) correspond to the three dimensions of MPI.
Indicator in bold letters was defined on the GABM.
1rst level criteria
(objective)
Socio-economic
(Poverty)

2nd level criteria 3rd level criteria
(dimensions) (indicators)

Monetary People below mean living level
Unemployment
Living Standards* Access to basic services
Average household size
Female headed households
Health* HIV Prevalence
Education* No schooling level

Unemployment measures were incorporated into the model complementing the
previous monetary criteria defined by Le Maitre et al. (2012). Under living standard
dimension, and following MPI considerations, access to basic services was used as a
poverty indicator. Also in this category, average household size was added as a criteria,
addressing the difficulties of providing for bigger families. Additionally, and considering
WfW’s targets in which 60% of their employees are expected to be women, female
headed households was added as an indicator part of the living standards poverty
dimension.
HIV prevalence is known to have a bidirectional relationship with poverty. HIV/AIDS can
exacerbate poverty by creating some situations in which affected people and custodian
relatives are not able to work and therefore contributing for households to augment
their poverty (van Donk 2002). On the other side, HIV is not only a cause but also a
consequence, as poor people have higher indices of HIV. This has been found to be
correlated to education level by contraceptives use, and also to the use of survival
strategies which increase the risk of contagion such as migration and sexual networking
(van Donk 2002; van Donk 2006; UN 2012). Under this premises, and knowing the
importance of HIV prevalence in South Africa, this indicator was incorporated as part of
the Health dimension of MPI.
To compel with the education dimension of poverty, no schooling level was considered
as it has been identified as an indicator of poverty. Poverty itself restricts the options
of access to education (ETU 2013) .
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Figure 7. Criteria and sub-criteria used in the prioritisation model.
Lighter tones of blue are criteria from the GABM. Dark blue are poverty criteria incorporated in
the present model.
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3.3.2. Criteria data collection and preparation
3.3.2.1. Generic Area-Based Prioritisation Model Criteria
The dataset corresponding to all of the 16 criteria used on the GABM (2012) were
obtained directly from the report authors as a spreadsheet (see Figure 7). Values for
each criteria were expressed per quaternary catchments covering all of South Africa,
Lesotho and Swaziland. Exceptionally, current invasion criteria had 83 cells without data,
82 of them belonging to Lesotho and Swaziland, and one to South Africa. Current
invasion was estimated for the South African cell (D22L), by using the mean current
invasion value within all cells belonging to the same tertiary catchment (D22). Current
invasion for the remaining cells was not calculated with cells being permanently
excluded of the analysis for not being part of the South African territory.
3.3.2.2. Poverty Criteria
With exception to HIV prevalence, poverty criteria was obtained through South African
Census 2011 Municipal fact sheet (Statistics South Africa 2012). Information was
gathered at a local municipality scale and used data from the following sections: labour
and education, household dynamics and household services.
Within the section on labour and education, unemployment rate (official) was used to
cover unemployment criteria. No schooling data, measured for population over 20 years
old, was used as an indicator of education level. On household dynamics sections, data
for average household size and percentage of female headed households was extracted.
Information for access to basic services was taken from the household services section
of the report and considered the percentage of households presenting the following
services: flush toilet connected to sewerage, weekly refuse removal, piped water inside
dwelling, and electricity for lighting. All these services correspond to four of the MPI
indicators for measuring living standard.
Regarding HIV prevalence, data was obtained from South African National HIV
prevalence, Incidence, Behaviour and Communication Survey 2008 (Shisana et al. 2009).
Information had a South African province resolution, which was replicated for each of
their respective local municipalities.
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In order to transform new poverty criteria from local municipalities scale to quaternary
catchment, previously available geospatial vector data (now on, shapefile) from local
municipalities and quaternary catchments was used. Using ArcMap within ArcDesktop
v10.2, poverty data was added as attributes to local municipalities’ shapefiles. The
information on this modified shapefile was then incorporated into the quaternary
catchment attribute table by using Spatial Joint tool. The obtained table with poverty
criteria values for each catchment was then extracted as a csv. file.

3.4. Development of prioritisation models
3.4.1. ConsNet software
ConsNet is a planning software built to address conservation area design problems.
The use of ConsNet v2.0 (Ciarleglio, Sarkar, et al. 2010) over other spatial planning
software for resolving the present prioritisation problem is based on ConsNet’s new
searching methods allowing spatial prioritisation through multi-criteria analysis.
Additionally, it tolerates the use of socio-economic criteria in conjunction with
biodiversity surrogates (Ciarleglio et al. 2009; Ciarleglio, Sarkar, et al. 2010). ConsNet
has the advantage of being flexible enough to have space to come up with the best
available solution, but constricted enough to incorporate feasibility consideration (e.g.
costs) enabling the solutions to respond to the real world context (Ciarleglio, Barnes, et
al. 2010).

3.4.2. Data preparation
ConsNet requires a set of files to be made in order to load the problem into the software.
Preparation of the data is described for the each of the following files:
Representation file
To avoid overrepresentation of basic services on the model, a unique value representing
access to basic services was constructed. Original percentage values for each of the four
services were brought to proportion, and then an Arcsine transformation of values was
applied using R (2012) ‘to stabilize the variance of percentage data’ (Crawley 2012,
p.270). A basic services value per quaternary catchment was obtained by calculating the
mean of the transformed services values per catchment.
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The representation file requires to have x- and y-coordinate units per quaternary
catchment. These values were extracted from the quaternary catchment shapefile
defining a central point with Feature to Point (Data Management) tool, and then
extracting the coordinate data of each of the points with Add XY Coordinates (Data
Management) too using ArcMap v10.2.
Adjacency file
Since the problem’s cell units have arbitrary shape, ConsNet requires the construction
of an Adjacency File containing special information. Neighbour cell ID and shared border
length cell unit (i.e. quaternary catchment) information was extracted from quaternary
catchments shapefiles using the Polygon Neighbors (Analysis) tool on ArcMap v10.2.
Data was then rearranged to meet the required file characteristics.
Costs
It has been shown that economic costs considerations on conservation planning can
better the obtained solutions (Naidoo et al. 2006). Data of the costs and areas subject
to intervention by WfW during the 2002/03 financial year were extracted from (Marais
et al. 2004). Treatment cost per condensed hectare (i.e. equivalent area with 100% IAP
coverage) were calculated based on costs and area treated, data on clearing initial
treatment, follow-up and herbicides. Intervention proportion per species intervention
costs were calculated for all 12 WfW most important genera or species- as stated by
Marais et al. (2004)- and expressed on South African Rand (ZAR) currency (Table 2).
Data on the extent of invasion by plants on each quaternary catchment area was
extracted from the National Invasive Alien Plant Survey map (available online at bgis.org
(SANBI 2013). Average condensed area (ha) of invasion was used to calculate cost of
clearing per species/genera. Eleven of the twelve species/genera evaluated by Marais
et al. (2004) were used to calculate final treatment cost per quaternary catchment, with
Rubus species not evaluated on the dataset. All recorded Acacia species occupancy area
were summed to obtain a unique Acacia spp. average condensed area per catchment.
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Resulting treatment costs per catchment were then taken to present values using South
African average year CPI indexes available from www.statssa.org.
Present treatment costs = Cost x CPI 2012
CPI 2003
A final text file was constructed with total clearing cost information per quaternary
catchment area.
Table 2. Areas cleared and cost of clearance of the most important species or genera of IAP on
the WfW 2002/2003 financial year (modified from Marais et al. 2004).
Invasive alien plant
species of genus

Australian wattles

Area subjected
to initial
clearing

Costs of
initial
clearing

Area
subjected to
follow-up

(condensed ha)

(ZAR
million)

(condensed ha)

15187

19.4

13003

3207

1.22

5407

Costs of

Cost of
herbicides

Total clearing
cost

(R/condensed
ha)

(ZAR/condensed
ha)

24.27

285

3428.90

17228

3.76

183

781.67

8.97

7295

7.02

572

3193.26

2264

5.02

3497

6.5

992

5068.05

2464

5.33

1842

3.99

0

4329.27

1669

2.69

1912

2.45

282

3175.12

1769

2.95

3074

4.37

0

3089.21

1501

1.39

4108

3.26

804

2523.62

533

1.17

521

1.08

345

4613.06

690

0.85

546

1.02

0

3100.02

286

0.84

781

1.45

351

5144.66

34977

49.83

53807

59.17

follow-up
(ZAR
million)

(Acacia species)

Queen of the night
(Cereus jamacaru)

Lantana
(Lantana camara)

Gum trees
(Eucalyptus species)

Pine trees
(Pinus species)

Triffid weed
(Chromolaena
odorata)

Bugweed
(Solanum
mauritianum)

Mesquite
(Prosopis species)

Poplar trees
(Populus species)

Hakeas
(Hakea species)

Syringas
(Melia azedarach)

TOTAL
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3.4.3 Scenario building
Scenarios are mental constructs reflecting a set of possible future events or situations
(Burgman 2005). This models can be used to evaluate alternative’s trade-offs facilitating
the decision making process.
3.4.3.1. Trade-off scenarios
A set of 13 theoretical scenarios representing diverse prioritisation options were built
to evaluate trade-offs of different weighting of criteria on the WfW programme
(objective 3). As stated by Brown (2004), the weighting of different criteria on a multicriteria analysis process is a numeric reflection of prioritisation rankings. Therefore, the
criteria weights obtained on Le Maitre et al. (2012) Generic area-based model were
evaluated as rankings. The divergence between the various scenarios lies on which first
level criteria holds the first prioritisation ranking. Hence, this criteria is the primary goal
in the scenario. The missing criteria ranks were completed following a rationale process
in which the relative importance of each criteria for supporting the achievement of the
main goal is predicted. The proportions for 2nd and 3rd level criteria proportions
remained unchanged as they represent a weighted contribution to their 1 st level
criterion (appendix Table A 1). Scenarios 0 to 6 were built interchanging the weightings
of the GABM, as this represent a proportion-based ranking of importance and has the
advantage of having been built on a multiple stakeholder participatory process. Scenario
0 was constructed with the original GABM criteria and weighting, while Scenario 1
incorporated the additional poverty criteria. Scenario 6 is the inverted version of
Scenario 1, assuming a situation on which participants of the prioritisation process had
opposite prioritisation agenda. Scenarios 2 to 5 were constructed defining different first
rank criteria and then projecting the ranks of the other criteria evaluating their relative
contribution towards improving the first criteria situation. Scenario 7 attributes equal
importance to every 1st level criteria, while scenario 8 represents a political agenda with
IAP, Ecosystem Services and Poverty being communicated as equally important
objectives. Scenarios 9 to 13 are absolute setups in which each 1st level criteria takes the
whole weighting score of 1 (Table 3).
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Table 3. Trade-off evaluation scenarios.
Weights per scenario show each first level criteria contribution to the modelled scenario.
Trade-off Scenarios
Weights
Scenario
3
ES

Scenario
4
IAP

Scenario
5
Poverty

Scenario
6
Inverse
GABM

0.120

0.231

0.146

0.146

0.200

0.231

0.449

0.146

0.120

0.054

0.200

0.146

0.146

0.146

0.449

0.231

0.231

0.200

Invasive
alien plants

0.120

0.120

0.231

0.120

0.449

0.120

0.200

Socioeconomic
(Poverty)

0.054

0.054*

0.054

0.054

0.054

0.449

0.200

Scenario
11
100%
ES

Scenario
12
100%
IAP

Scenario
13
100%
Poverty

1st level
criterion
Scenario
name

Scenario
0
GABM

Scenario
1
GABM+
poverty

Scenario
2
Biod.
Prot.

Impacts on
water
resources

0.449

0.449

Biodiversity
protection

0.231

Biodiversity
and
ecosystem
services

1st level
criterion
Scenario
name

Weights
Scenario Scenario
9
10
100%
100%
Water
Biod.

Scenario
7
Equal

Scenario
8
WinWin-Win

Impacts on
water
resources

0.333

0.000

0.054

0.000

0.000

0.000

1.000

Biodiversity
protection

0.0005

0.000

0.120

1.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Biodiversity
and
ecosystem
services

0.0005

0.000

0.146

0.000

1.000

0.000

0.000

Invasive
alien plants

0.333

0.000

0.231

0.000

0.000

1.000

0.000

Socioeconomic
(Poverty)

0.333

1.000

0.449

1.000

1.000

0.000

0.000
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3.4.3.2. Expanded work scenarios
Considering the continuous increase on WfW’s allocation of funds, and its potential
translation into an expansion on the programmes clearing areas, four new scenarios
were built aiming to propose future management actions (objective 4).
These real world scenarios are based upon quaternary catchments currently being
cleared, and with criteria weighting corresponding with trade-off scenarios 0, 1, 7 and 8
(Table 4).
Table 4. Expanded work scenarios.
Weights per scenario show each first level criteria contribution to the modelled scenario.
Expanded work Scenarios
1st level criterion
Scenario name

Scenario
14
Expanded
GABM

Weights
Scenario
Scenario
15
16
Expanded Expanded
GABM
Equal
+ poverty

Scenario
17
Expanded
W-W-W

Impacts on water
resources

0.449

0.449

0.200

0.333

Biodiversity protection

0.231

0.231

0.200

0.0005

Biodiversity and
ecosystem services

0.146

0.146

0.200

0.0005

Invasive alien plants

0.120

0.120

0.200

0.333

Socio-economic
(Poverty)

0.054

0.054

0.200

0.333

3.4.4. Scenario analysis
3.4.4.1. Model Constraints
As part of the multi-criteria prioritisation process, feasibility considerations were
added to the model in form of constraints. These were added to force the resulting
solutions to achieve specific conditions.
Regarding monetary constraints, the 2013/2014 financial year budget (ZAR
1,285,181,000 or £84,712,151) (Wannenburgh 2013) was scaled through proportion of
total clearing expenses of the 11 analysed invasive species (86.6% of total clearing costs)
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and used as a cost constraint for solution selection process. This was based on Marais et
al. (2004) estimate costs of the 12 important species/genera accounting for 89% of
WfW’s clearing costs.
In order to corroborate the accuracy of our cost estimations, the total programme cost
for 2011/2012 period was calculated by obtaining the proportion of each catchment
covered by current WfW clearing initiatives, multiplied by our estimated costs per
quaternary catchment. The sum of this values (£474,127,022) was then compared to the
published expense of WfW (£730,710,882) (Wannenburgh 2013). To account for the
underestimation of the programme’s costs resulted on our estimations, we calculated
the proportion that the difference between the two values represented from that period
scaled budget. This proportion was then subtracted from the 2013/2014 target budget
of all trade-off scenarios.
3.4.4.2. Model assumptions
The scaled 2013/2014 budget (ZAR 1,112,966,746 or £73,360,722) was considered to be
totally available for clearing expenses, with administrative costs being absorbed by the
governmental departments with participation on the WfW programme.
No major changes have been made on the clearing process since the 2002/2003 that
would justify treatment costs per condensed hectare to be reconsidered beyond the
applied transformation of prices to present values.
3.4.4.3. ConsNet search variables
An initial problem -where the input files were required- was loaded to ConsNet, with
the following options being selected:
-

Representation File Format:
cells are irregularly spaced, with arbitrary shape
Spatial Analysis Type:
area, perimeter, and clusters
Representation Type:
expected values

Scenario considerations
Each scenario was defined as a multi-criteria maximum representation objective, where
a criteria file containing a list of criteria names, data treatment (i.e. criteria values being
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minimized or maximized on the search for the best solution) (Table A 2.), weights, and
the lower and upper bound of criteria values.
Solution search
An initial set of single cell solutions was built for each of the 1831 quaternary catchments
being analysed (after eliminating permanently excluded cells). This solutions were then
saved on a ConsNet portfolio ant then synchronised for each of the scenarios built.
Obtained solutions corresponded to a rank of all cells per scenario. This list was then
exported as a worksheet and linked with their respective economic costs. Best cells were
selected until reaching the programme’s available budget.
Scenario mapping
The list of selected quaternary catchments per scenario were mapped on ArcMap v10.2
by joining each table with the quaternary catchment shapefile.
3.4.4.4. Current WfW clearing areas
Spatial data on current WfW clearing areas was extracted from Working for Water
website (Wannenburgh 2013). The shapefile was transformed from actual clearing area
to quaternary catchments being worked on, to allow the same graphic representation
of scenario solutions. This was done by joining the WfW current work shapefile with
quaternary catchment shapefile by catchment ID using ArcMap v10.2.

3.4.5. Scenario evaluation
Scenarios were evaluated not to choose a best model, but to evaluate the spatial tradeoffs of different prioritisation models. The literature describes broad criteria used to
evaluate the effectiveness of protected areas (most common spatial prioritisation
problem). However, these criteria are defined upon a single objective. Due to the nature
of the scenarios, and the incomparable set of objectives within them, this effectiveness
criteria should not be applied to evaluate the model outcomes. General, non-goal
oriented indicators should be used instead. Hence, for all scenarios, basic quantitative
data was recorded. Number of cells selected, total area, total cost and number of
clusters (connectivity surrogate) were evaluated for each scenario.
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4. Results
4.1. Content Analysis
Content analysis done to WfW-SP showed that natural resources objectives was slightly
more frequently mentioned than references for the socio-economic objective (χ2 =
5.161, p = 0.02309). Table 5 summarises the content analysis findings, with 5.2% of the
WfW-SP words corresponding to the programme’s objectives variables.
Although WfW-SP does not make explicit differences regarding the relative importance
of the goals, content analysis shows a text quantitative preference towards natural
resources management objective.
Table 5. Frame and content analysis of Working for Water objectives on their 2008-2012
Strategic Plan.
Amended
Percentage
Count
Count
of the text
Natural
142
129
3.0%
resources
Socio-economic

85

95

1.9%

Total variables

227

224

5.2%

4.2. Prioritisation scenarios
4.2.1. Trade-off scenarios
A total of 375 out of the 1831 quaternary catchments were selected by at least one of
the 14 trade-off scenarios. Although the majority of the catchments were selected on a
single scenario (292), 29 cells are represented on at least half of all scenarios. Out of
theses, 90% of these catchments belong to the Western Cape Province. Other commonly
represented Province is Kwazulu-Natal, with at least one quaternary catchment being
prioritised on each scenario. Also, its upper cost bordering with Mozambique was
present on 10 of all 14 scenarios. The least prioritised Province corresponds to the
Northern Cape, where only 100% ES scenario present at least one quaternary catchment
selected within that area (for spatial reference see Figure A 1, appendices section).
In order to compare the model outcome for each trade-off scenario, a set of criteria
related mainly to spatial features were reported for each scenario (Table 6) (see
Methodology).
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Table 6. Trade-off scenarios features.
N
Quat Catch
32

Cost
(ZAR)
676,312,508.38

Area
(Km2)
16,338.14

N
Clusters
7

N
Provinces
3

Scenario 0

GABM

Scenario 1

GABM + poverty

32

676,312,508.38

16,338.14

7

3

Scenario 2

Biod prot

30

710,379,037.11

18,516.85

8

3

Scenario 3

ES

33

692,421,663.69

17,443.98

8

3

Scenario 4

IAP

32

743,720,763.07

20,403.34

15

5

Scenario 5

Poverty

35

722,134,032.91

18,776.07

13

3

Scenario 6

Inverse GABM

32

710,434,704.00

21,281.95

10

3

Scenario 7

Equal

33

675,241,617.32

17,737.4

8

3

Scenario 8

W-W-W

43

654,332,370.08

15,587.22

23

7

Scenario 9

100% Water

97

707,863,506.75

21,401.39

26

6

Scenario 10

100% Biod

31

717,961,614.67

19,069.07

8

3

Scenario 11

100% ES

169

721,075,595.13

147,477.75

50

8

Scenario 12

100% IAP

33

671,671,075.56

20,675.93

23

7

Scenario 13

100% Poverty

66

718,148,057.09

25,815.98

6

2

There is great difference between the number of cells selected on each scenario. Most
scenarios prioritise a number of quaternary catchments close to 30. However, with
quaternary catchment selection being constrained by economic costs, some scenarios
prioritise more expensive cells, and therefore can select fewer quaternary catchments.
To extreme cases for this are 100% ES and Biodiversity Protection. This former prioritises
a total of 169 quaternary catchments to work on, while the last one only 30. With
connectivity not being part of the models considerations, number of clusters also varies
between scenarios. While most scenarios present at least one big cluster of quaternary
catchments being selected (commonly corresponding to the Western Cape), some
others such as Win-win-win, 100% IAP, 100% Water and especially 100% ES present a
more scattered spatial prioritisation. 100% ES scenario, with its 169 selected quaternary
catchments also presents the highest total area of prioritised IAP clearing. Regarding the
number of Provinces on which scenarios prioritise action, this varies from 2 to 8 out of
the 9 South African Provinces, although in some cases minimal area of an entire Province
are selected and therefore the whole Province is considered.
From the 14 trade-off scenarios analysed, only 9 are reviewed in more detail. This
selection was based on reviewing the scenarios from which prioritisation trade-offs are
easier to gasp such as 100% prioritisation scenarios (i.e. where only one 1st level criteria
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obtains the whole prioritisation weight), political theoretical scenarios (i.e. equal and
win-win-win scenarios), and the original and complemented prioritisation model by Le
Maitre et al (2012) (i.e. GABM and GABM+poverty scenarios). Spatial outcomes of this
set of scenarios are presented on Figure 8 and Error! Reference source not found.
There are no prioritisation differences between scenarios GABM and GABM+poverty,
showing no effect of expanded poverty criteria at that set weightings. Surprisingly, Equal
scenario differs very little with the previously mentioned scenarios. On the other hand,
Win-win-win scenario presents a very scattered spatial prioritisation pattern having 26
clusters within 6 Provinces.
100% scenarios clearly show the spatial prioritisation of single objectives being in place.
Comparing these scenarios with mixed objective ones compromises of the different first
level criteria can be seen, with no combined scenario being practically identical to any
100% scenario.
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Figure 8. Spatial prioritisation for selected trade-off scenarios (0, 1, 7 & 8).
Word clouds are a graphical representation of the weight of each first level criterion within the scenario.
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Figure 9. Spatial prioritisation results for five "100%" trade-offs scenarios.
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Figure 10. Spatial prioritisation for the expanded work scenarios.
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4.2.2. Expanded work scenarios
Within the four expanded work scenarios, 43 different quaternary catchments were
selected at least on one scenario. A group of 13 quaternary catchments were prioritised
on 3 of the scenarios with 61.5% of them belonging to Western Cape Province (Figure
10). Complementing current WfW work, three scenarios prioritised Western Cape
catchments on which no work is being done as also happened for Kwazulu-Natal.
Number of catchment being selected for expansion are not high, and number of cluster
data indicates them not being highly connected between each other. This feature is not
unexpected for a complementary scenarios on which connectivity can occur between
previous and new clearing units. Especially for Expanded GABM + poverty scenario,
there is a large number of quaternary catchment with high priority within the scenario
that are already under WfW’s clearing action.
Table 7. Expanded work scenario features.
High rank current cells indicates the number of quaternary catchments that have already IAP
control efforts and are ranked higher than the last cell selected for WfW expansion. This
represents the extent to which current efforts correspond to the present prioritisation
scenario.
N Quat
High rank
Cost
Area
N
2
Catch current cells
(ZAR)
(Km )
Clusters
Scenario Expanded GABM
17
68
378,676,380.61 10,806.78
10
14
Scenario Expanded GABM
24
78
360,054,221.37 13,066.15
14
15 + poverty
Scenario Expanded Equal
16
45
378,059,023.67 12,595.34
8
16
Scenario Expanded
17
37
341,674,211.60
7,865.59
12
17 Win-Win-Win
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5. Discussion
5.1. Findings
5.1.1. Content Analysis and Scenarios
Content analysis confirmed the asymmetry between WfW’s two objectives: natural
resources management, and socio-economic development. The unevenness found on
other WfW publications manifest as a biodiversity and ecosystem services focus in the
peer-review literature but a stronger poverty alleviation message on government
websites and some grey literature. WfW-SP content analysis places natural resource
management as a more important goal for the strategic implementation of the
programme, despite the government communication of the major importance of
poverty alleviation. These mixed messages regarding WfW objectives have been shown
to happen with the programme’s managers, who have been asked to focus on increasing
job numbers without detailed information on either social implications or
environmental considerations that should be taking place (McConnachie et al. 2013).
With conflicting messages on which are the programme’s actual goals and their relative
importance, this study was constructed scenarios to represent alternative political
agendas, not as definitive solutions, but as a tool for decision-makers begin trading-off
the different goals of the WfW (e.g., Forsyth et al. 2012) Analysing trade-off scenarios (0
to 13) there are clear spatial, and therefore potential outcome, compromises when
comparing different objectives for the same programme. When comparing 100%
scenarios, one can see that all except 100% Poverty have prioritised quaternary
catchments in the Western Cape Province, hence the broad presence of this area on
most trade-off scenario prioritisations. The Western Cape Province is dominated by the
Cape Floristic Region hotspot (Myers 1990), a high population potentially suffering
water stress, threatened water systems (rivers and wetlands) and areas of touristic
interest, all of these contributing to the high priority within scenarios (O’Farrell et al.
2012). For non 100% scenarios, the lack of difference found between GABM and
GABM+poverty scenarios, shows how little poverty contributes to the prioritisation
process for the GABM model. The Win-Win-Win scenario showed the largest
compromise between criteria, with a spatial prioritisation in which individual criteria
patterns were unidentifiable.
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Given the political context, the competing values between stakeholder groups, and the
historical focus of prioritisations being conducted primarily by ecologists and biologists
there exists no optimal solution and so there is no single answer as to how the WfW
should proceed. Real life implementation of the results of strategic spatial prioritisations
are typically complex and complicated (Knight et al. 2008), especially when the spatial
planning stage is conducted long after a project has started (as is the case with the WfW
programme). Improving conservation cost-efficiency and effectiveness of conservation
programmes by transferring investments in areas of lesser value to those resources of
highly valued areas (Fuller et al. 2010). Despite the theoretical benefits WfW will receive
(Forsyth et al. 2012), the programme will not simply reconfigure their spatial priorities
to transfer their investment from the catchments in which IAP control is undertaken.
Doing so could potentially be less cost-effective, since pulling-out for areas on which
control activities have already begun, leaves uncompleted catchment eradication lead
to increased invasion rates and regrowth of IAPs which would increase future costs of
control, representing a waste of previous investments.
Luckily for WfW, and despite clearing areas not having been selected by any
prioritisation process, expanded work scenarios showed that within the highest ranked
quaternary catchments an substantial number of catchments were already being
targeted for IAP control. This information could contribute to extend the area of control
in quaternary catchments that are identified as priorities, especially relevant where
units were less than 1% of the quaternary catchment is being managed.
WfW administration aims for all South African provinces to receive resources to
undertake IAP control. Spatial prioritisation solutions that do not present a broad
dispersion of target control catchments within all Provinces are politically suboptimal.
Only expanded work scenarios comply with this requirement.
Currie et al. (2009) showed that recovery of water yield and other ecosystem services
due to IAP removal have a higher monetary benefit than the restoration investment.
This study not only reinforces the South Africa government’s decision to invest in IAP
removal, but also for the continuous increase of the programme’s annual budget. The
same study also highlights the need for investment decisions to be made upon not only
economic factors, but also environmental and social.
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5.1.2. Model limitations
This study was limited to estimating clearing costs for each quaternary catchment. The
difference between the estimated ZAR 474,127,022 total current WfW cost and the
reported ZAR 730,710,882 being spent during 2011/2012 administrative year, is a
limitation from the dataset used. Some of the difference could be potentially explained
by having wrongly assumed that all available budget goes directly into clearing, where
some of that resources might be spent on local administrative expenses. Nothing
indicates major methodological changes on the clearing of IAP that could translate into
differences on management costs beyond the ones linked to inflation rates. However,
the magnitude of the difference suggests the former factor would not be the only one
that might be affecting the estimations. More detailed data on WfW costs should, in
theory, be available thorough freedom of information laws in South Africa, but sourcing
this information proved not possible. Without a clear idea on the source of the economic
differences, the formal accounting of the discrepancy was done uniformly across all
scenarios, therefore eliminating the artefact effect on comparative spatial outcomes.
As every model is a simpler representation of real social-ecological systems, the model
constructed on this project has a series of limitations that should be acknowledged. One
of these limitations is related to the age of the dataset used. Both the GABM model in
which this thesis was based on, and the complementation of this work, used the best
available information for different criteria. This implies that datasets were not built for
constructing these models and therefore data was gathered and published on different
years. The oldest dataset used in our model is from 1995, while the newest was
published on 2012 (Table A 3). Even when this is the best available information,
uncertainties in making decisions without knowing how the systems have changed since
they were assessed should be at least considered (and accounted for if possible).
South Africa invests huge resources in conducting national assessments on diverse
topics (especially natural resources) and these databases are generally publicly
available. Defining rapid assessment follow-ups to keep databases up-to-date in
between full assessments could be a less expensive way of reducing the uncertainty of
making decisions based on out-of-date information.
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Limitations on dataset resolution are also present. The spatial prioritisation is conducted
at a national scale, while the model is then constructed on a quaternary catchment level
as this being the DWAF management unit. However, and despite WfW being able to
make decisions at a quaternary catchment scale, implementation of these is then
applied at a much finer scale.

5.2. Lessons and recommendations
The findings of this study have a number of important implications for future practice.
Regarding construction of prioritisation models and scenarios through workshops, one
must recognise that groups with different values and expertise participating on
prioritisation workshops have their own agenda. These will be drawn into the process,
and together with the individual ability of participants to present their points outcomes
will be constructed. Here, the high regard for science could tilt the arguments balance
towards scientists values (mostly theoretical) over managers real life experiences,
affecting the identification and weighting of criteria. Whilst science has a key role on the
prioritisation process, only in non-complex problems presenting low uncertainty
regarding the interacting factors can science lead to compelling scenarios. However, in
cases like WfW which deals with the “wicked problem” of IAPs (i.e. hard to solve or
impossible problems), science can only do its part and consideration of other views and
objectives should we taken into account in the search for effective planning (Pielke
2007).
Discipline bias could also come from other stages of the process. Conservation problems
are inherently spatial problems (Ferrier & Wintle 2009). Commonly, ecologists or
conservation planners are the ones with the knowledge on spatial analysis, who in South
Africa generally have a natural science background. The role of generating a
prioritisation framework for WfW has therefore been given to this group of people,
who’s ecology personal interests could permeate into the political agenda. This could
have great implications on future decision by limiting the set of different views
incorporated on the prioritisation scenarios. Despite best intentions, ’academic
performance is not always correlated with the generation of practical and effective
conservation guidance‘ (Pullin et al. 2013, p.16).
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The WfW programme is a huge programme both in terms of available and expanding
resources, and in the extension of the work that is done. By reading the government
websites regarding WfW one can understand the big poverty alleviation agenda that is
being pushed by the government. This is manifested in the field by the managers of the
programme, who reflect on the how much they are asked to increase the number of
jobs offered without considerations of the impacts this might cause to both the
programme, and the families being employed (McConnachie et al. 2013). However,
most of the research has been done regarding the ecological dimension of the
programme (e.g. Van Wilgen et al. 2012; Forsyth et al. 2012; Le Maitre et al. 2000; Le
Maitre et al. 1996; Henderson 2007; Turpie et al. 2008; Marais & Wannenburgh 2008).
Although there is an external assessment addressing poverty issues, no major poverty
alleviation assessment has been conducted to evaluate the effects of the programme,
especially targeting women for employment in a male based society (Magadlela &
Mdzeke 2004).
Despite these, and together with the multiple objectives messages, one would think the
WfW-SP had a strong goals section. The case is that the programme’s goal on the 20082012 document are vague, leaving more doubts on what the programme is aiming to
actually accomplish. There is an urgent need to unify what the programme wants to
achieve with what they say they want. Concordance of WfW-SP with the prioritisation
process was possible through allowing poverty alleviation criteria to be widely
represented (objective 2). Also, if the government considers IAP in South Africa as a
biosecurity problem (see Introduction), previously conflicting agendas would collide into
a set of affected criteria with their relations being more easily recognised and
communicated.
However, before this is an option, urgent decisions have to be made to define the real
objectives of WfW, process in which scenarios of this project could be informed on the
trade-offs of their decisions. No current or past prioritisation assessment will be
successfully implemented while WfW’s goals definition process is not finished.
The extent to which we communicate our objectives will define our prioritisation
process. When describing project’s goals they must be detailed enough to lead-and not
mislead- the efforts and outcomes of the initiative. For instance, talk about biodiversity
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protection without defining exactly what we mean by it, does not define the objective
itself. Expecting removal of IAP to have biodiversity conservation implications might
seem straightforward, however, the interaction between the two components does not
imply cause consequence. 100% IAP and 100% Biodiversity protection scenarios show a
different spatial prioritisation for these two objectives. By selecting one objective to
better the other one might be assigning resources to suboptimal solutions. This issue
could be solved by communicating more explicitly what we want to achieve with the
programme.
Hence, spatial prioritisation models can effectively be used to evaluate trade-offs of
different decisions and potentially to recommend and implement prioritisation
scenarios. However, the overall lesson here is that it is indispensable for a new
programme to define strong and clear objectives and then conduct a spatial
prioritisation process before the initiative is put in place.

5.3. Further research
A number of possible future studies using WfW as a study case could contribute to the
improvement of this programme. It would be interesting to assess the costs associated
to reconfiguring todays clearing scenario, both economic and environmental costs, as
well as the cost for involved people. Also, further research might explore finer scale
differences on IAP clearing, that is, how terrain topography and density of invasion
affects the money, time and employment costs, which could improve the allocation of
human resources and also better the estimations of clearing costs for further extension.
Further work needs to be done to establish the effectiveness of clearing teams, which,
as reported by managers of WfW is a key challenge that affects the success of the
programme (McConnachie et al. 2013). A future study evaluating current WfW equity in
terms on water, biodiversity, ES, IAP and poverty would be very interesting. This could
communicate WfW administration the current prioritisation model (or lack of) being in
place, and contribute to further planning decisions.
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Indispensable is for WfW to evaluate the effects that their initiatives have on targeted
people, approaching this assessments under an adaptive management framework that
would allow more effective and rapid implementation of needed changes (Magadlela &
Mdzeke 2004; McConnachie et al. 2013).
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7. Appendices
Table A 1. Expanded model criteria and weights for each criterion for all 18 scenarios.
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Table A 2. Criteria of the models and their values treatment.
Maximization treatment prioritises cells with higher criteria values, while minimization
treatment prioritises lower values.
Criteria

Treatment

Yield: current or future

maximize (scaled)

Water quality

maximize (scaled)

Surface stress from human demand

maximize (scaled)

Recharge protection

maximize (scaled)

Yield: current sustainable abstraction

maximize (scaled)

Ground stress from human demand

maximize (scaled)

Threatened terrestrial vegetation types and
critical biodiversity areas

maximize (scaled)

Threatened, intact and free flowing rivers
and wetlands

maximize (scaled)

Forage for grazing and browsing in natural
rangelands

maximize (scaled)

Useful, harvestable natural products

maximize (scaled)

Tourism and cultural routes and sites

maximize (scaled)

Soil stability

maximize (scaled)

Flood regulation (river bank stability)

maximize (scaled)

Current invasions (species weighted)

maximize (scaled)

Potential invasions (species weighted)

maximize (scaled)

People below mean living level

maximize (scaled)

Unemployment

maximize (scaled)

Access to basic services

maximize (scaled)

Average household size

maximize (scaled)

Female headed households

minimize (scaled)

HIV Prevalence

maximize (scaled)

No schooling level

minimize (scaled)
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Figure A 1. Spatial prioritisation of all trade-off scenarios.
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Table A 3. Datasets year of publishing and collection.
CRITERION

DATASET

YEAR
PUBLISHED

YEAR OF
COLLECTION
(WHEN AVAILABLE)
2005

Yield: current or future

Water Resources 2005 quaternary catchment dataset (Middleton and Bailey 2008)

2008

Water quality

CSIR 2011

2011

Surface stress from human demand

Department of Water Affairs' Water Situation Assessment Model (WSAM)

2003

Recharge protection

Groundwater Resource Assessment PHASE II (DWAF)

2005

Yield: current sustainable abstraction

Groundwater Resource Assessment PHASE II (DWAF)

2005

Ground stress from human demand

Groundwater Resource Assessment PHASE II (DWAF)

2005

Threatened terrestrial vegetation types and critical
biodiversity areas

DEA 2009, an update of the 2004 status used on the veg. map (Mucina and Rutherford
2006). National Land Cover Database 2000 (van der Berg et al. 2008)

Threatened, intact and free flowing rivers; & wetlands

Net et al. 2011

2011

Forage for grazing and browsing in natural rangelands

Scholes 1998

1998

Useful, harvestable natural products

Naudé et al 2007

2007

Tourism and cultural routes and sites

Environmental Potential Atlas (ENPAT 2001)

Soil stability

Schulze and Horan (2007), National Land Cover Database 2000 (van der Berg et al. 2008)

2007, 2008

2000

Flood regulation (river bank stability)

2004 status used on the veg. map (Mucina and Rutherford 2006), National Land Cover
Database 2000 (van der Berg et al. 2008), Net et al 2011

2006, 2008,
2011

2004, 2000, 2011

Current invasions (species weighted)

National Invasive Alien Plant Survey (NIAPS) Kotzé et al 2010

Potential invasions (species weighted)

Van Wilgen et al 2008, Rouget et al 2004, mgidi et al 2007

People below mean living level

Naudé et al 2007

Unemployment

Statssa, Census 2011 (2012)

2012

2011

Access to basic services

Statssa, Census 2011 (2012)

2012

2011

Average household size

Statssa, Census 2011 (2012)

2012

2011

Female headed households

Statssa, Census 2011 (2012)

2012

2011

Hiv prevalence

Behaviour and Communication Survey 2008 (Shisana et al. 2009)

2009

2008

No schooling level

Statssa, Census 2011 (2012)

2012

2011
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2009, 2008

1995

2000, 2009

2001

2010
2004, 2007,
2008
2007
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